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1.

In the following we shall deal with a sequence of one-

parameter semi-groups U[} (t >= 0, n= 1, 2,. .) of operators on a
fixed Banach space 3 to 3 which satisfies the stability condition, that
is,

u2* u"

u:_,

(t, t’ o),

lim U[’f= U[$V (to O,
t

u

L

f ),

where M and a are independent of n and t.
For simplicity we assume M=I.
Let () be the infinitesimal generator of [U[’)}, that is,
()9 lim h-(U})--i)9,
10

-

,

is dense in
and for any m >a the
then the domain (() of
inverse operator i=(I--m-() is linear and satisfies following
relations
If --m e-* U}>f dt (f e ),

1112>ll (1-m-)
Our aim is to solve the problem of the following type.
Assumption (A). {9} is a Cauchy sequence in
for any
9e U (’), where is dense in
Under Assumption (A), is it true that the additive operator
--lim () or some elosed extension of

is the infinitesimal generator

of a semi-group {U} which satisfies U-lim
Our main theorem Theorem 2 is an answer to this problem.
The following theorem had been treated by H. F. Trotter 1.
Theorem 1. Under Assumption (A), the closure
of ( is the

infinitesimal generator of a semi-group JUt} which satisfies
U=lim U[ if and only if the #llowing Condition (A) is satisfied.
Condition (A). For some re>a, the range 9(I--m-) of
I--m- is dense in

.

As an application we shall treat this theorem from above general
point of view and prove Theorem 1 by using Theorem 2.
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and Mr. K. Sato for their kind advice.
2. In the following we assume Assumption (A) and shall prove
that Condition (B)gives a necessary and sufficient condition for this
problem.
Condition (B1). For any t, t’ >= O,
rr’ r ,, g[fl
lim I U[ ,,
I-0 (f ).

-

In this section we assume Condition (B).
Remark 1. For any m, m’ a,
This assertion readily follows from (B).
Next, we shall prove the basle lemma.
Lemma. For any m a and f e {I’f} is a Cauchy sequence

in

.

,

Proof. For any fixed m>a and

e,

we have

lI(I m-)- I’(I-m
(m-)-//-l 1.
lim JlI’(I--m-)--I’(.[--m-6l)pJl--O.
Next, we shall prove that, for any m>2-(m+),
im z2(z- mc)e- "(z- mc)fl 0.
.’.

Here

<(1--m-a)-l r(’ I-and

I’1 r(.r (.’Cr-- mC)-- r(’r (’CT-- m)

Hence, we obtain the desired inequality
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Then
Thus we have proved that for any ma and f, there exists
g e such that lim I’f =g. We define If =g for f e

Theorem 2. Under Condition (B), we can construct a closed
qf ( whose domain ()=,
eztension
=lim h- ( U-- I)
0

where {U} is a semi-group obtained by

.

Uf -lim exp (t I)f (f e ).
Moreover Ut} satisfies U lim U[
Proo In the proof of Lemma, we have obtained (I)= and
It readily follows that (I), the additivity and the boundedness
of I(llIl5(1--m-)-).
Letting n in the resolvent equation for I", we have
If--m(m--m)II,,f +mmI,f,
Moreover we have
lim If
since

and R--

f (f

),

.

Now we show that I is a one-to-one transformation on to
its range (I). For any f, f’e such that If =If’, we have, using the resolvent equation

If m(m--m)I,If + mFmI,f,

If’--m(m_m)I,If +m{m[ r’
.’. I ,f I.,f’ (m, >

.

and letting m, we have f--f’.
Since the resolvent equation shows that }(I)--(I.)--9 for any
m, m’, we have the inverse operator IZ on 9 to
We define the additive operator

,

is independent of m. For any f e
We shall prove that
@If re(I-- Iz)If m(I I) f

.
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On the other hand
,If m(I-- I,)If mIf --mm(m--m)If + mmf-].
Since additive operator ( whose domain is dense in has linear
operators {I--(I--m-) -} on to 9t which satisfy
by the characterization theorem for the infinitesimal generator, there
exists a semi-group {Ut}
Uef --lim exp (tI)f (f e ),
such that
Since we have proved that for any

L(I-m-’)e-f,
if readily follows that
is a closed extension of
proof
of
The
the last part of this theorem is the same as that
of [1; Theorem 5.1.
3. Remark 2. Under Assumption (A), the following conditions
are mutually equivalent.
(B) lim 11U[ rr( r

(Ba)
(B,)

rr.’ 1[
r
lim U[") f --,

lim

0

III"f -I2"fll-o

(tO,f
(m

Proof. By Remark 1, Lemma and Theorem 2, (B)(B)*(B,)
(Ba) is obvious.
(Ba)*(B): we define Utf-- lim U[’f, then
U2*’f ’
rE,, U2 Vt,f ll + ll U2 V,,f VtU,,f ll
=<flY2rr’
+[lV, V,,f u,u,fl+llu,,u,f ,’u, fll+t’u,f +
Here
IlU+Uef UeUtfl[
V, V,,f V2 V,,fll +1 U2 V,,f U2
+ ] U U[)f U Utfll + [ U Uf- UeVtf.
, ,,
lim [[rr(,>rr(,’
u2"v2f]t-o (t, t’o, f e).
It readily follows from Theorem 2 and Remark 2 that
Remark 3. Under Assumption (A), $here exists a dosed e$ension
of whieh is ,he generator of a semi-group {Ut}, where
Ut--lim U[ if and only if Condition (B,) is sa,isfied.
Remark 4. In Theorem 2, if She #llowing Condi,ion (C) is
is the closure of :
satisfied, $hen

_

,
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Condition (C). There exists a subset OX’3 which is dense in
25 such that I’ for some
Proof. For any f e3, we can choose a sequence {f}’ which
converges to f as k tends to infinity. By the boundedness of I,

lim][lf --If ]]--O,
where

If and
I1( If --( If ]]<= m+(m--a)-m2-]l]f --AI
.’.

lira

]](/f--(R)/fll-o,

whieh implies tha ( is the closure of (.
Remark 5. Pfoof of Theorem 1.
First, we shall prove that (A) implies (B,). It readily follows
from the first part of the proof of Lemma that t -},,, is a Cauchy
for some m>a. Then the above assertion for any
sequence in
m>a can be proved by the same way as that of 1; Lemma 5.1].
(A1)=(C) can be proved by taking

9X’-- U {f; f--(I--m-(R))9}.

.

Then Theorem 2, Remark 2 and Remark 4 show that the closure
of ( is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group JUt} which sarisflies Ut- lira U[
The inverse part of the theorem is obvious.
Remark 6. Under Assumption (A), Condition (B,) +Condition
(C) is equivalent to Condition (A).
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